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Drone delivery is the last one and
this one is where I usually get the
most rolling of the eyes, so bear
with me here while we go through
this story really quickly.
If you look at what is happening in
drones today, they are getting
cheaper faster and smaller. I can go
to or used to be able to go to a radio
shack in the US (until they went out
of business) and buy a fully

autonomous flight drone for under
a $150. A 100X decrease in price
over the last eight years on the
autonomous controllers. Sensors are
getting smaller and cheaper and
when you talk to these drone
companies what they say is we are
just building cellphones with rotors
and the cellphone's components are
getting cheaper and smaller all the
time and even the hobby models
today have redundancy built into
them.
If you look at some of the
experiments that are out there this
is one of my favorites, they have
taken selfies to new levels.

The most dangerous that I have
seen is this beer keg in the middle.
If that fa Ils out of the sky,
somebody is going to get injured, so
there is something to worry about
that, but we are seeing
experimentation all over the place.
Here is the point of this slide is
consumer use of drones is here. It is
coming and it is becoming part of
the fabric of how we will operate.
It will be an expectation that I can
have a drone or I can have it fly
over me and take pictures that is
here today. As that occurs, people
get more comfortable with the
concept of flying robots and we

